
 

   Product Information

Reflective Sheeting Comparison

Choosing Sign Finish:

Sign Design Standards, what to look for to meet MUTCD code

Type I (ORALITE 5400 Commercial Grade): Basic reective sheeting that is one of the most durable 
sheeting products. It is made of very small glass beads in a translucent pigmented substrate with moderate 
retro reectivity. Has no distinct pattern other than being reective. Meets MUTCD requirements on 
retro reectivity levels, but tends to be used less due to other types having greater reectivity levels. 

Type IV (ORALITE 5900 High Intensity Prismatic Grade): Has multi-layer sheeting with a reective layer 
that has microscopic cube-corner reectors instead of typical glass beads. This layer is called the micro 
prismatic layer. It is a pattern of tiny squares on a lattice grid. This type of sheeting has prismatic grid 
pattern seams (material fabrication lines) that can be distinguished in the vinyl at up-close viewing.

Type IX (ORALITE 7900 Wide Angle): Has micro prismatic sheeting with the addition of ne grain micro 
prisms. These are sealed cells of air backed micro prisms that use internal reection. The enhanced 
prismatic sheeting provides even higher reective brightness from both direct and wider angle viewing 
directions. This type of sheeting has prismatic grid pattern seams (material fabrication lines) that can be 
distinguished in the vinyl at up-close viewing.

Reective Grade reference and use information

Type I: Meets requirements for the MUTCD, as well as, ASTM D 4956 specications for Type I, Class 1 
retro reective sheeting. Used for economical trafc, guidance, warning and information signs. Also used 
for reective numbering, lettering, and symbols. Has a 4-7 year service life.

Type IV: Meets requirements for the MUTCD and ASTM D 4956 specication for Type IV, Class 1 retro
reective sheeting. Used for trafc signs for long-term outdoor exposure. Has a 10 year service life. 

Type IX: Meets requirements for the MUTCD and ASTM D 4956. Used for highway 
signing and construction-zone devices. Has a 10 year service life.

Description:

Extra rigid aluminum substrate signs printed on your choice of reflective vinyl sheeting with UV resistant 
eco-solvent ink.  Laminated with clear protective sheeting for long life.
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Type of Sheeting ATSM D4956 TYPE Brightness Visibility at Night Suggested Uses

Engineer Grade Type I 1x 500 feet
Parking lots and 

private roads

High Intensity
Prismatic

Type IV 3x 1000 feet Low trafc roadways

Premium Prismatic Type IX 10x 1500 feet
Moderate to heavy 

trafc roadways
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Sample Image of Material Detail

Seams, also known as Fabrication lines, occur naturally in the manufacture of most reective sheeting. 
The Seams are a part of the material, and are not caused by the production process. These are lines in 
the sheeting that are slightly thicker than the reectivity pattern. Because these lines are thicker, they are 
noticeable under certain types of lighting, but they are not observable when a reective sign is on the road. 
This is the same for daylight or night time observation. These lines can be seen on all types and brands, 
except for Type I, of reective prismatic sheeting and will not affect the visibility of the signs. 

Material Fabrication Lines:

Type IXType IV
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